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STRAIT IS  THE PATH AND HARD
THE WAY:  DANIEL THE

DESPAIRING GATHERS THE
FAITHFUL.
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thought scorn to concede so much
to the English winter, and ran
mightily in the simplest of
clothing, to the joy of our Uncle.
This Uncle we chose to advise us,
since upon this first day of the holy
season of Advent the thane who by
custom advises us on our religion
had gone wassailing. And our
Uncle considered our garments. He
considered also how we drank, and
observed how Weekend Gardener
did drink his ale before we ran, but
not thereafter, and therefore called
him in. Our Uncle did listen with
care to what we said, and  I your
scribe was likewise called in, since
I had spoken of sun melting ice;
for lo! the hard ground yielded and
caused us to slip and slide. And
Svend had been seen stretching
and stressing himself, as a means
of preparing his limbs for a run,
which our Uncle thought risible; in
his belief Svend never ran.

Now, the path that we followed
had been prepared by the Daniel
who Despaired, and he caused us
to consider despairing in our turn.
For he contrived checks which
went backwards, with a great span
of almost 400 yards back from the
circle of the check to the nearest
flour, but he himself did sell these
solutions to rear-end runners, so
that we at the fore must perforce
find ourselves far behind those
whom Daniel had so favoured.

This Daniel had at his disposal
many broad acres of rolling
countryside, a fair scene for lovers
of nature to rejoice in, but these he
eschewed, and confined us to
straight, indeed strait, paths which
ran between enclosures - fence and
pale and hedge - and brought us
unto dwellings wherein we took no
joy, and caused us to run upon
paved surfaces, so that our hearts

grieved for those green acres we
had foregone. But of woods he
made a selection, in woodland did
we run, and thereby were we
somewhat comforted.

And after 50 minutes we came to a
structure we knew to be but a short
way from the famous Fox, and this
structure is used by carriages to go
about and around, so that it has
come to be called a roundabout.
But Daniel did not set his flour to
lead us to our destined hostelry; he
took his trail southwards instead.
Now, the hordes of both Surrey
and of Old Coulsdon  wit well
which way was the hostelry; so
that some took themselves to this
inn, ignoring the flour, while
others more observant of the rules
sacred to hashing followed flour,
whereupon some got lost, and yet
another group found flour to
resume to the north of the
roundabout, since Daniel all

unwittingly had established a loop.

And thus it was that arrival under
the sign of the Fox was split and
incoherent and disparate and
unsatisfactory, but those already
there paid this confusion but little
heed, comforting themselves with
ale. The Bugle who sounds in
Bonn would have been gratified to
find the cates provided, but she
was sounding it in Hamburg
instead, and saw none of these
cates.

With our Great Thane also off at
Oxenforde on this wassail, Spingo
assumed charge of the ceremony,
and waxed eloquent on the theme:
“Despairing Daniel’s Brains” She
concluded he had none, and he was
given the ale of Tetley to drink,
but the Brains Ale she offered to
those around her, by way of
teasing Despairing Daniel. Spingo
did assert and asseverate that we

had no visitors, which could only
barely be construed as true; David
Platt was of our number, and he
has not been seen for many
months, whereupon we were
greatly heartened. But the
headcovers so widely worn were
an aid to anonymity; those called
in by Our Uncle did bare their
pates and reveal their countenances
though Our Uncle himself elected
to keep on his head-dress, as
entitled to write his own rules.

Barely one half-hour had lapsed
since noon when these ceremonies
were at an end, so that a joyful
troop entered the snug of the
famous Fox, and there celebrated
Advent as true believers should.
And all gave grateful thanks to
Despairing Daniel for his
hospitality to the hordes of Surrey.

Now it came to pass that the
hordes of Barnes went wassailing,
even unto Oxenforde went they;
and that their mirth might be the
more, they caused to accompany
them the thanes of the Surrey
hordes. And they that were left of
Surrey did say “What remedy have
we? We shall join unto ourselves
those of Old Coulsdon, and betake
ourselves to the famous Fox who
dwells upon the Hill, and there
shall we have good sport”.

But it was sore cold, and lo, there
were but few of either horde to
gather at the sign of the Fox. The
sun did shine right cheerfully, and
no wind was there to chill our
bones; each did look upon each to
see what manner of clothes the
other had chosen. Few were they
who went without headcover or
hand cover; one hight Belgrano
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1861 12-Dec FRB Colgate

1862 19-Dec Popeye Box Hill NT cp.

1863 26-Dec Golden Balls Blackheath

1864 02-Jan Hare Eater,
Lippy

1865 09-Jan Icepyck, Elle
T-Shirt

Hampton Court
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Date 05- Dec-2010

Hare Didcot/Oxford/Berks

Venue Brightwell-cum Sotwell

On-On Village Hall

Post C OX10 0RY

Atlas

 OS 578 909

5th December CAMRA hash Didcot. £6  for food and  two drinks,
names and cash to FRB. We are limited to 30; 24 have said Yes, 16
of these in a 16-person minibus, at £20 per head, while 3 or 4
remain undecided. So there are 6 places available!

19th December Jingle Bells Party, G & Tea’s place. £5 per head
food, £5 drinks, pay at door. Park ONLY where permitted as
shown on map, to be issued.

22nd/23rd January.  Un  Ballo in Maschera.  Southsea. Price per
head (sharing) £75 members, others £80. Black Tie Dinner and
Masked Dance.  Saturday hash by Low Profile, Sunday run round
historic Portsmouth by JMs. Quiz and spot prizes.

Coach will leave Bookham Station 9 am (promptly!!) and pass
by Effingham Junction 5 minutes later - travellers from EJ
please stand in road, do not wait in car park.

Return from Village Hall leaves 4 pm. (Promptly!)

Flyer attached for those travelling by car.

 Alternative Hash for 5th December.

Hare Spingo.
Run from Reigate Heath, Flanchford Road. RH2 9JX
from Dorking head east on the A25 for about 5
miles.Just  before The Black Horse pub turn right into
Flanchford
 Road. Two carparks opposite each other about 1/4 of
a mile along Flanchford road.
ON INN the Blackhorse. please note that the post code
is for the pub. Start is a short distance from the pub.

Would-be scribes please send a write-up to SH3!


